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Senstar Introduces the FiberPatrol FP7000 Fiber Optic Pipeline Integrity
Monitoring System
Senstar is pleased to announce the FiberPatrol FP7000 system which enhances integrity management
programs for both gas and liquid-carrying pipelines by providing
early detection of leaks and third-party interference (TPI), and offers
distinct performance advantages over other systems on the market.
FiberPatrol FP7000 can also be used for fence-mounted intrusion
detection.
“Senstar products have been protecting critical above-ground
infrastructure for the oil and gas industry for over 35 years, so it was
a logical progression to apply our technologies to underground
infrastructure,” said Product Manager Stewart Dewar. “We can now
offer complete and integrated end-to-end pipeline security solution
to customers in this market.”
Using patented technology, the FP7000 allows for detection and location of small leaks faster and more
accurately than traditional flow and pressure-monitoring solutions or other fiber-based solutions.

Senstar Symphony VMS 7.1 Now
Available
Senstar has released the newest version of its
Symphony video management software.
The award winning Senstar Symphony delivers an
all-in-one solution for video management, video
analytics, perimeter intrusion detection system
integration, and alarm management for deployments
of all sizes. Key highlights:








HTML5-based viewing client for live video, playback and alarm log
Improved integration with Senstar perimeter intrusion detection sensors
New integrations such as Bosch alarm panel (B9512G) & S2 access control
Out-of-box support for iOS and Android clients
Updated Business Intelligence Reports
BETA version of automatic license plate recognition detecting EU plates without requiring hardware



dongle
Video retention included in Enterprise Manager health packet, allowing users to see video storage
indays across enterprise deployments

Customers upgrading from a previous version of Aimetis Symphony will experience the new Senstar
branding. New installations of Symphony will also be Senstar branded.

Thin Client Videos Instructional Videos Now Available
Senstar's Thin Client™ is a PC alternative designed to easily display 1080p video from 30+ network
video manufacturers, as well as digital signage.
To assist users, Senstar has produced five instructional videos
which explain how to use the Thin Client as a standalone video
decoder, how to use it with Symphony and video wall applications,
and how to troubleshoot common issues.

Helping Electrical Utilities to Address NERC CIP-014 Requirements
The purpose of the NERC CIP-014 reliability standard is to protect electrical facilities from physical attacks
that could threaten the stability and operation of the electric grid
distribution system. Requirement R5 mandates that operators
implement physical security measures designed to collectively
Deter, Detect, Delay, Assess, Communicate, and Respond to
potential threats and vulnerabilities.
Senstar, with its wide portfolio of perimeter intrusion detection sensors
and video management software, can provide effective,
field-proven solutions that assist operators in satisfying
NERC CIP-014 recommendations.
Check out Senstar's new NERC CIP-014 compliance guide to see how individual Senstar products can be
used to address specific security concerns.

Upcoming Training
Senstar provides technical training for our Perimeter Intrusion Detection Systems (PIDs) and Video
Management Systems (VMS) and analytics products. Classes are designed for new and existing system
integrators, distributors, system administrators, and end users. They cover the design, installation, setup, and
troubleshooting of our products in a hands-on classroom setting.

Check Out Senstar's Security Digest
Security Digest is dedicated to providing useful information about
physical security.
Written by Senstar’s industry experts, the posts cover a range a
subjects related to perimeter intrusion detection, video management
and analytics, personal duress, and cyber security.
Visit Security Digest weekly to see new posts.
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